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The Earth could sustain
35 billion human beings
The following is a summary of the speech on Christian
Solidarity given by Dom Manoel Pestana Filho. bishop
of Anapolis. on Nov. 14. 1992 in Anapolis. Brazil.
Christianity is not what its opponents attribute to it. It does
not destroy. It tries only to maximize human perfection.
The social question is one of respect. To the pagan.
work is a form of slavery. as both Plato and Aristotle
conceived it. If it is paid. that is only so that man will
continue to work. as one feeds a horse to keep it going. It
was this slavery which the ancient societies created. where
human beings were treated like cattle. But work. in Chris
tian terms. in Solidarity. is a collaboration with God. on
various levels. but all in collaboration. No one serves
another. We are all brothers who respect one another.
Thus, the man who sets a stone ornament in place and is
asked about his labor would say, "I am building a cathe
dral," and yet that man has barely set one detail.
And the Word became flesh and lived among us and,
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